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Where Can You Turn for Hope When the Hurt Runs Deep?Â At some point in life, every one of us
will face the dark pain of heartache and despair, a hurt that pierces so deep weâ€™re left gasping
with questions:Â Why me? Why now?Â What have I done to deserve this?Â Will the pain ever go
away?Â How can God just stand by and let this happen?Â What do I have left to hope
for?Â Â Writing from insights she has gained, not only through her own valleys of deep hurt but also
from years of study and counseling others through their pain, Kay Arthur points the way toward
genuine healing. With candor, grace, and vulnerability, she invites you to join her on a journey
toward wholeness as you exchange your fears and frustrations, hurts and disappointments for a
hope that will never disappoint.
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When the Hurt Runs Deep: Healing and Hope for Life's Desperate MomentsWhen the Hurt Runs
Deep by Kay ArthurWe live in a world where no one is exempt from pain and hurt. Sometimes in the
midst of great pain we are tempted to blame God or think that He has forgotten us. Our minds
struggle to figure out why God would permit such suffering. We have a choice. We can hold on to
the pain in bitterness and unforgiveness or we can apply God's truth and find lasting healing. The
principles and Bible studies that Kay Arthur shares in When the Hurt Runs Deep give practical
examples that readers can apply in their circumstances.Kay Arthur shares twelve healing truths to
remember when we are in the midst of our pain. Most of her truths are based on an understanding
of the true nature of God. That God is sovereign and loves us. If pain is permitted in our lives, God

will use that pain to help us grow. He will never permit any pain that is not beneficial to our lives. At
times God permits pain to bring us to the end of ourselves, so that we turn to Him to help
us.Through Biblical studies of the lives of Job, Joseph, David, and Paul, Kay Arthur shows us how
God uses pain and suffering to help His children grow and put them in places where they can be of
benefit to God's Kingdom. If we think God doesn't understand our pain, she shares how Jesus felt
every kind of shame, rejection, hurt and pain that we experience. Kay also shares testimony from
her life and the struggles and testimonies of others to encourage the reader to understand God's
healing.

This book was given to review by Waterbrook/Multnomah Press, Blogging for Books.Noted Bible
teacher and Precepts Ministries founder Kay Arthur has written a thought provoking and biblically
based work entitled When the Hurt Runs Deep. This book takes a look what it means to suffer, the
questions we have we enduring trials, and how the Bible offers answers to our deepest concerns.
One of the great aspects of this book was the Healing Truth sections throughout the chapters. This
little nuggets of truth distill some key foundational stones which every Christian can hold onto in
times of distress. On p.94 the Healing Truth section says, "Wherever you are, whoever you are,
whatever you have done, there is hope because there is God. He is a God of hope, redemption is
his business." These truths are expounded in the text throughout each chapter.Secondly, I thought
that Kay opened herself up to allow the reader understand that she has been down the road of
disappointment before. She tells of her first marriage ending in divorce and the "devastating
experience" that was for her and her family (28). Yet, she uses these experiences as a way to relate
how God used those times of great grief to bring her to saving faith. Kay goes through the
Scriptures in this book to bring the reader great comfort in knowing that the Scripture are full of men
and women who knew pain, who walked through the sorrow of defeat and hopelessness. Yet, Kay's
message in this book is that hope is not lost, that at the foot of the cross Jesus has dealt with our
suffering through his and he is able and willing to strengthen us in our time of great need.
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